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have  heard Lao Li’s  speech  and  emotional 



























Native  speakers  of Mandarin Chinese  use  the 
adverbs without problem but Chinese learners find it 
difficult  to distinguish them.   Therefore,  it  is hoped 
that  this  study can clarify  the distinction between 
“yòu又” and “zài再”, and thus help to differentiate 
other Chinese adverbs such as “yě也” and “hái还”. 
Hence  it  may  reduce  the  number  of  problems 
encountered  by Chinese  learners  in  this  aspect. 
【研究ノート】





Native speakers of Mandarin Chinese use  the adverbs without problem but Chinese  learners find  it difficult  to 
distinguish them.  Therefore, it is hoped that this study can clarify the distinction between these two adverbs. In 
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Practically, the result of the study can be used in the 
computer processing of Chinese adverbs.
Traditionally,  the  explanation  of  some Chinese 
adverbs  can  perform  an  unusual wide  range  of 
functions  is mysterious  to  linguists （e.g. Biq,  1988, 
1994）.    For  example, “yòu 又”  can  function  as 
connectives  to  connect  constituents  belonging  to 


























　　 Mr.  Lin  looked  at  the  stairs  and  felt  that 
something was important  in his heart, but he 
could not remember it.




emphasize “不了解”, and  lastly,  in 5f） it  is used to 
contrast  two  things.    In  addition  to  example  5）, 





that  there  are  two kinds  of  accumulation:  one  is 
objective accumulation of relevance and the other is 
subjective  accumulation  of  relevance.    Simply 




























used  in “also” sense  like  the one below,  it  is still a 
sequence that includes the sense of “again”.
─  147  ─














Since  the  two words are adverbs,  their syntactic 
properties are  identical  to other Chinese adverbs. 
They  appear  between  subject  and predicate  and 
their  funct ion  is  modifying  other  l inguist ic 
constituents in the same sentence such as predicate 
verb phrase or subject noun phrase.
In  their  adverbial  usage, “yòu又” and “zài再” 
function as  clause connectives  if  they are used  in 
compound  sentences.   They can also  functions  as 
discourse  connectives  if  they  are  embedded  in  a 
clause  that with no preceding  clause.   Below are 

































by  phrasal  constituents.    Functionally,  they  are 
clause or discourse connectives and they should be 
performing  their  functions at  sentential  level  and 
hence  it may be more accurate  to place  them as 
sisters of calusal constituents.
2.2　Semantic Properties
Biq （1988:  117） has  concluded  the grammatical 
function of “yòu 又” as follows:
 “the grammatical function of yòu is to ‘accumulate 
relevant properties  for  the  same entity’, or  for 
short, the accumulation of relevance”
 According to  literatures “Xiàndài Hànyǔ bābǎicí 
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　　 Wǒ xiānshuō  gōngkè  de  nèiróng,  zài  shuō  
gōngkède píngfēn biāozhǔn.
　　 I  will  first  talk  about  the  content  of  the 
homework,  and  then  the  grades  of  the 
homework. 










































　　 He  has  just  been  to  Japan  the  day  before 
─  149  ─










































individual-level predicate,  ...  and zài  is  subject  to 
the temporal constraint.”
This means that in a compound sentence that using 
adverb “yòu 又”,  the  subject  of  the  component 













that  the  clause  containing “yòu 又”  may　be 
expressing  a  kind  of  accomplishment  or  activity 
wh i l e   the   preced ing   c l ause   mus t   express 
accomplishment.
For “zài 再”,  the  author  assumes  that  in  a 
compound sentence  that contains “zài再”,  it  is not 
necessary  that  the “zài再” clause must be  talking 
about  future events.   The author observed that the 
event  in a “zài再” clause must happen  later  than 
that  in  the  preceding  clause  and  called    it  the 
temporal constraint for the usage of “zài再”.
4 ．Discussion
In  the  above,  the  author mentioned  how Li & 
Thompson have suggested  the difference between 
“yòu又” and “zài再” is related to time and has given 




refer “future”  to  the  time  after  we  spoke  the 
sentence.  That is, the reference point is the time we 
─  150  ─
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have spoken the sentence （the  line  is  the  time we 




























is  not,  because  the  sentence  contains  individual 



























because “yòu又” does  not  indicate  the  resultant 
relation between first and second clause.







　　 ...  ,  there  is a reservoir area,  there are  fewer 
people,  and  it  is  not  allowed  to  develop 
industry....






Or we may refer “future” to the time after a past 
event has happened, then the reference point is the 
time that the past event happened. 
――――△―――――――｜―――-→ t 
If we refer “future” to the time after a future 
event has happened, then the reference point is the 




r e ay refer future  to the ti e after   
event has ha pened, then the reference point is  
ti e that the past event ha pened. 
-  t 
If e refer future  to the ti e after a f t  
event has ha pened, then the reference point is  
ti e that the f tur  event ha pened: 
 t 
 
























of “again”, while  for  the other  reading “yòu又” is 
used  in  the sense of “also”. No matter we pick up 
which  reading,  there  is  a kind of  accumulation  of 
information exists.   However,  it  is not possible  to 
disambiguate  the  sentence  in written  form but  it 
seems that the position of stress （focus） will  inflect 










f.  He  has  broken  something  other  than  plates 
before.








that  comment  varies  from  an  NP  to  a  whole 
sentence.”






























the  two words. “Yòu又” can be used  to  express 
events  that  only  involve  simple  coordination  and 
repetition, but  it cannot be used to express events 






the properties  of  the  two  adverbs by  formalized 
constraints.  This may require consultation of various 
─  152  ─
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semantic theories.
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1）  The examples used  in  this paper are mostly  taken 







吃 了 兩 碗 雲 呑” together, so  it  is not  indicating a 
repetition.
3）  Simply  speaking,  a  stage-level  predicate  is  a 
predicate describing property or situation that will 
change over  time and  location, while an  individual-
level  predicate describe  a property  that will  not 
change  over  time  and  location.   An  example  for 
stage-level predicate  is “jump跳” in “他跳了起來” 




a  sentence  containing “zài 再”  is  grammatical  if 
clause  containing “zài再” happen after preceding 
clause.
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